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Abstract

We analyze the proof by Lehnert and Schweitzer that the word problem of the Thompson group
V is co-context-free, and we show that this word problem is the complement of the cyclic closure
of a union of reverse deterministic context-free languages. For certain finite generating sets, this
word problem is the complement of the cyclic closure of the union of four deterministic context-free
languages. It follows that the deterministic time-complexity of the word problem of V is at most
quadratic.

1 Introduction

We will use the following notation. For an alphabet A, the set of all words over A is denoted by A˚;
this includes the empty word ε. The set on non-empty words is denoted by A` (“ A˚

r tεu). The
length of w P A˚ is denoted by |w|. A language over A is any subset of A˚; more rigorously, a language
is a pair pA,Lq where A is a finite alphabet and L Ď A˚. The complement of a language L over A is
A˚

r L. The following language classes are used:

DTimepT q, or DTimepT pnqq, is the class of languages accepted by multitape deterministic Turing
machines with time-complexity function ď T p.q [11, 16];

CF is the class of context-free languages [11, 9, 6, 16];

coCF is the class of co-context-free languages, i.e., the languages with context-free complement;

DCF is the class of deterministic context-free languages [11, 9];

DCFrev is the class of reverse deterministic context-free languages, i.e., the languages whose
reverse is in DCF;

YℓDCF is the class of languages that are the union of ď ℓ deterministic context-free languages.

1.1 Overview

The group V of Richard Thompson is a well known finitely presented infinite simple group [17, 18, 5, 10,
2]. Lehnert and Schweitzer [12] proved that the word problem of the Higman-Thompson groups Gn,r,
and in particular the Thompson group V (“ G2,1), over any finite monoid generating set, is co-context-
free. It follows that the word problem of V over any finite monoid generating set is in DTimepn2,38q,
using Valiant’s algorithm for CF and fast boolean matrix multiplication; there exist slightly smaller
and more complicated upper bounds than 2,38 (see the literature on fast matrix multiplication); since
DTimepT pnqq is closed under complementation, this result also applies to coCF. It had previously been
proved that the word problem of V over any finite generating set is in the complexity classes AC1 and
DTimepn3q [2]. By the deep results of Muller and Schupp [14], context-free word problems of groups
are in DTimepnq, since they are actually in DCF. So for word problems of groups, CF is a (strict)
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subclass of coCF. For languages in general, CF and coCF are subclasses of logCF (the class of languages
reducible to CF languages by many-one log-space reductions); logCF is closed under complementation
[4], and has a nice circuit characterisation [19] that explicitly places logCF between NC1 and AC1.

Results: We prove that the complement of the word problem of V, over any finite monoid gener-
ating set, is the cyclic closure of a union of reverse deterministic context-free languages. I.e., wppV q
belongs to copcycpYℓDCF

revqq; ℓ is a constant that can be as low as 4, depending on the generating set
of V . For certain finite generating sets, wppV q “ pwppV qqrev, and wppV q belongs to copcycpY4DCFqq.
It follows that the word problem of V over any finite generating set is in DTimepn2q.

1.2 Definitions

Classes versus sets

All finite alphabets and all countable sets that we use are assumed to be subsets of some fixed
countable set; this does not lead to any significant restriction. Hence the class of finitely generated
groups, as well as all complexity classes such as P, DTimepT q, CF, coCF, DCF, etc., are sets.

The word problem for groups

For an alphabet A, let A´1 be a (not necessarily disjoint) copy of A. The elements of A´1 are
called the inverse letters. Inversion of letters is treated notationally as an involution, i.e., pa´1q´1

denotes a. We denote A Y A´1 by A˘1.
A generating set (also called a group generating set) of a group G is a subset A Ď G such that

every element of G can be expressed as the product of a sequence of elements of A˘1 (where for all
a P A: a´1 is the inverse of a in G). A monoid generating set of a group G is a subset A Ď G such
that every element of G can be expressed as the product of a sequence of elements of A. Hence, if A
is a group generating set then A˘1 is a monoid generating set. If G has a finite group generating set
then G also has a finite monoid generating set, and conversely. By default, for groups, “generating
set” means group generating set (here and in most of the literature). We explicitly say “monoid”
when a monoid generating set is used. In this note we mainly use monoid generating sets, since Turing
machines do not have an inverse operation. Note that here we only use “interior” generating sets A;
i.e., A,A˘1 Ď G, and a´1 is the inverse of a in G.

Let G be a finitely generated group, with finite monoid generating set A. If u, v P A˚ represent
the same element of G we denote this by u “G v. The word problem of G over A is defined to be the
set wpApGq “ tw P A˚ : w “G εu.

The word problem is therefore a formal language over the alphabet A. The languages that arise
as word problems of groups have special properties, some of which appear in the next lemma, and in
Section 2.

Lemma 1.1 Let L “ wpApGq Ď A˚ be the word problem of any group G with finite monoid gener-
ating set A. Then L has the following properties:

(1) L contains ε and is closed under concatenation; i.e., L is a submonoid of A˚.

(2) L has a unique-factorization property: every w P L r tεu can be written in a unique way as a
concatenation of elements of Lr tεu that can themselves not be factored. In other words, L is a free
submonoid of A˚.

(3) The set of free generators of wpApGq is a bifix code (i.e., it is both a prefix code and a suffix code).

Proof. (1) is straightforward by the definition of the word problem.
(2) Suppose w P L r tεu has two maximal factorizations w “ u1u2 . . . um “ v1v2 . . . vn, where
ui, vj P Lr tεu. Either u1 “ v1, or u1 is a strict prefix of v1, or v1 is a strict prefix of u1. If u1 “ v1
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then u2 . . . um “ v2 . . . vn, since A˚ is cancellative; so the result follows by induction. If u1 is a
strict prefix of v1 then v1 “ u1x for some x P A`; since u1 “G ε “G v1, it follows that x “G ε. Hence,
v1 has a factorization v1 “ u1x; this contradicts maximality of the factorization v1v2 . . . vn of w. If v1
is a strict prefix of u1, the reasoning is similar.
(3) Assume u is a strict prefix of v, where u, v are free generators of L. Then v “ ux for some x P A`,
so since u “G ε “G v, it follows that x “G ε. Hence, v “ ux with u, x P Lr tεu, which contradicts the
assumption that v is a free generator. Hence, no free generator is a prefix of another free generator.
In a similar way one proves that no free generator is a suffix of another free generator. l

2 Cyclic closure and reverse of word problems of groups

The co-word-problem of a group G over the finite monoid generating set A is defined by

cowpApGq “ A˚
r wpApGq.

(About the spelling: We write “co-word-problem”, and not “co-word problem”, because there is no
such thing as a “co-word”.)

The cyclic closure of a word w P A˚, or of a language L Ď A˚, or of a class C, is defined by

cycpwq “ tyx : x, y P A˚ and w “ xyu,

cycpLq “
Ť

wPL cycpwq,

cycpCq “ tcycpLq : L P Cu.

This is also called the closure under cyclic permutations.
A language L is said to be cyclically closed iff L “ cycpLq. A class C of languages is said to be

cyclically closed iff cycpCq Ď C.

The reverse wrev of a word w P A˚ is defined by induction on length as follows:

εrev “ ε, and
pvaqrev “ a vrev for all a P A and v P A˚.

For a language L Ď A˚, or a class C, we define

Lrev “ twrev : w P Lu, and Crev “ tLrev : L P Cu.

A language is said to be closed under reversal iff L “ Lrev. A class C of languages is said to be closed
under reversal iff Crev Ď C.
(About terminology: reversal is an action, the result or outcome of which is the reverse; i.e., applying
reversal to L leads to the reverse of L. Compare with complementation versus complement.)

Lemma 2.1.

(1) If L Ď A˚ is cyclically closed then so is the complement A˚
r L.

(2) For any L1, L2 Ď A˚ : cycpL1 Y L2q “ cycpL1q Y cycpL2q.

(3) For any L,L1, L2 Ď A˚ : pA˚
r Lqrev “ A˚

r Lrev, and pL1 Y L2qrev “ Lrev
1 Y Lrev

2 .

Proof. (1) Let A˚
r L “ L. If L “ A˚, then L “ ∅ is closed under cycp.q. Otherwise, consider

w P L. If cycpwq Ę L then there exists u P cycpwq X L. Since L is closed under cycp.q, this implies
cycpuq Ď L, hence cycpwq “ cycpuq Ď L, hence w P L. This contradicts w P L.

(2) If x P cycpL1YL2q then there exists u P L1YL2 such that x P cycpuq. If u P L1 then x P cycpL1q;
if u P L2 then x P cycpL2q. So, x P cycpL1q Y cycpL2q. The converse is straightforward since L1 Ď L2

implies cycpL1q Ď cycpL1 Y L2q, and similarly for L2.
(3) is straightforward. l
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Lemma 2.2 (cycp.q and p.qrev commute).

For any L Ď A˚ : cycpLrevq “ pcycpLqqrev.

Proof. For any x P A˚: x P cycpLrevq iff there exists u P cycpxq such that u P Lrev. This
means that for some α, β P A˚: x “ βα and u “ αβ P Lrev. Equivalently, xrev “ αrevβrev and
urev “ βrevαrev P L, which is equivalent to urev “ v P cycpxrevq such that v P L. This means
xrev P cycpLq, i.e., x P pcycpLqqrev. l

It is a non-trivial fact that the class CF is closed under cycp.q (Oshiba [15], Maslov [13]; see also
the solved Ex. 6.4c in [11]). This fact plays an essential role in [12].

It is easy to prove that CF is closed under p.qrev (by using grammars); hence, coCF is closed under
p.qrev . It easy to show that DTimepT q is closed under reversal. It is well known that DCF is not closed
under p.qrev [11, 9]. An example is L “ tacndcn : n ě 1u Y tbcndc2n : n ě 1u, over the alphabet
ta, b, c, du; then L P DCF, but Lrev R DCF. This example also shows that DCF is not closed under
union.

DCF is not closed under cycp.q. An example is again L “ tacndcn : n ě 1u Y tbcndc2n : n ě 1u.
Then cycpLq X tc, du˚ ¨ta, bu “ tcndcna : n ě 1u Y tcndc2nb : n ě 1u, which is not in DCF. Hence,
cycpLq is not in DCF, since DCF is closed under intersection with finite-state languages.

The following is straightforward and well known.

Proposition 2.3 (cyclic closure for groups). For every group G with finite monoid generating
set A, wpApGq is cyclically closed. l

From Lem. 2.1(1) and Prop. 2.3 we obtain:

Corollary 2.4 For any group G with finite monoid generating set A, cowpApGq is cyclically closed.
l

The following is possibly known, but a reference is hard to find.

Proposition 2.5 (non-closure under reversal).

(1) For any finitely generated group G the following are equivalent:

‚ For every finite monoid generating set A of G, the word problem wpApGq is closed under reversal.

‚ The group G is commutative.

(2) Every non-commutative finitely generated group has a finite monoid generating set for which the
word problem is not closed under reversal.

Proof. (1) If G is commutative, then wpApGq is obviously closed under reversal.
Conversely, let G be any finitely generated group, with finite generating set A; if G is 1-generated,

it is commutative, so let us assume |A| ě 2. For any two generators a, b P A we have abb´1a´1 “G ε.
By a Tietze transformation we can add a new generator c and the relation c “ b´1a´1, i.e., abc “G ε.
If wpAYtcupGq “

`

wpAYtcupGq
˘rev

, then we also have cba “G ε, i.e., b´1a´1ba “G ε, which implies
ba “ ab. Hence, all generators in A commute two-by-two; it follows that G is commutative.

(2) This construction also shows that if a, b P G do not commute then ta, b, cu can be added to the
generating set, together with the relation abc “ ε. Then G with the new generating set (with at most
three more generators) has a word problem that is not closed under reversal. l
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Example. The finitely presented one-relator group G “ xta, b, cu : tabcuy has a word problem over
A “ ta, b, cu that is not closed under reversal.

Indeed, if wpApGq were closed under reversal, then G would be equal to the group G# “ xta, b, cu :
tabc, cbauy. But we can show that G# is commutative, whereas G is not commutative.

Claim 1: G is isomorphic to the 2-generated free group FG2.

Proof: The generator c and the relation can be eliminated by a Tietze transformation. So G is
isomorphic to FG2 . [End, Proof.]

Claim 2: G# is the abelianisation of G, so it is isomorphic to ZˆZ.

Proof: The relations abc “G ε “G cba imply a´1 “G bc “G cb and c´1 “G ab “G ba. By cyclic
permutation we also have cab “G ε “G bac, hence b´1 “G ca “G ac. Hence the generators commute
in G#, so G# is commutative. [End, Proof.]

We conclude from Claims 1 and 2 that cba ‰G ε, hence the word problem of G over ta, b, cu is not
closed under reversal. [End, Example.]

By Prop. 2.5, if a finitely generated group G is non-commutative then there exists a finite generating
set of G for which the word problem wpApGq is not closed under reversal. However, we also have the
following:

Proposition 2.6 There exist finitely generated non-commutative groups whose word problem is closed
under reversal for some finite generating set (and not closed for some other finite generating set).

Proof. An example is the two-generated free group FGta,bu, where the word problem is taken over
the monoid generating set ta, bu˘1. The word problem is the well-known Two-sided Dyck language,
which is closed under reversal (and belongs to DCF). The above example shows that the same group
with generating set ta, b, cu has a word problem that is not closed under reversal.

Another example is the dihedral group D2n “ xta, bu : tan, b2, abab´1uy, with |D2n| “ 2n (see e.g.
[8, p. 19]), which is non-commutative when n ě 3. One can check that the word problem of D2n over
ta, bu is closed under reversal. The proof of Prop. 2.5 yields another generating set for D2n for which
the word problem is not closed under reversal.

A third example is the Thompson group V with the Higman generating set ΓH ; see Cor. 2.11. More
generally, any non-commutative group that has a finite generating set of involutions is an example;
see Prop. 2.10. This includes many finite (simple) groups, and Coxeter groups. l

Problem: Does every finitely generated non-commutative group G have some finite generating set A
such that wpApGq is closed under reversal?

Although in general the word problem is not equal to its reverse, both the word problem and its reverse
have the same complexity. To make this precise, we give some definitions.

Definition 2.7 (alphabet morphism). Let A and B be two finite alphabets. An alphabet mor-
phism is a total function h : A˚ Ñ B˚ such that for all u, v P A˚: hpuvq “ hpuqhpvq.

It follows from the definition that hpεq “ ε and that h is uniquely determined by the restriction h|A
of h to A.

We have the following fact: An alphabet morphism h is injective iff h|A is injective and thpaq : a P Au
(Ď B˚q is a code (see [1]). Hence, an injective alphabet morphism is also called an alphabetic encoding.

For an alphabet morphism h : A˚ Ñ B˚ and a language L Ď A˚ we define hpLq “ thpwq : w P Lu;
and for a language L Ď B˚ we define h´1pLq “ tx P A˚ : hpxq P Lu.
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Definition 2.8 A set of languages C is is closed under (injective) alphabet morphisms iff for every
alphabet A, every L Ď A˚ with L P C, and every (injective) alphabet morphism h with domain A˚ :
hpLq P C.

The set C is is closed under inverse (injective) alphabet morphisms iff for every alphabet B˚, every
L Ď B˚ with L P C, and every (injective) alphabet morphism h with image in B˚ : h´1pLq P C.

The commonly used language classes are closed under injective alphabet morphisms and under inverse
injective alphabet morphisms: P, NP, coNP, CF, coCF, DCF, DTimepnkq, etc.

Proposition 2.9 (reversal and complexity). Let C be a language class that is closed under inverse
injective alphabet morphisms. (We do not assume that C “ Crev.) Then for every finitely generated
group G with a finite monoid generating set A Ď G :

wpApGq P C iff
`

wpApGq
˘rev

P C.

Proof. Obviously, w “G ε iff ε “G w´1.
Let us first consider the case where A “ A´1. Let h : A˚ Ñ A˚ be the alphabet morphism defined

by hpaq “ a´1, for every a P A. Then h and h´1 are injective alphabet morphisms, and h “ h´1. And
for all w P A˚ : w´1 “ hpwrevq. Hence,

`

wpApGq
˘rev

“ h
`

wpApGq
˘

; and this belongs to C if C is closed
under injective alphabet morphisms, or under inverse injective alphabet morphisms.

If A ‰ A´1, we first consider an alphabet morphism a P A ÞÝÑ ia P A˚, where ia is such that
ia “G a´1, and ia has no subsegment that is “G ε. Since ia “ ib implies a´1 “G b´1, hence a “ b,
it follows that a ÞÑ ia is injective. (We use the fact that A is an interior generating set, so different
elements of A are also different in G.)

Next we define the alphabet morphism h : A˚ Ñ A˚ by

hpaq “ a ia ia .

Then ta ia ia : a P Au (Ď A`) is a prefix code, since for any a, b P A with a ‰ b, a ia ia and b ib ib
have no common prefix in A`. Hence, h is an injective alphabet morphism, and for all w P A˚:
pwrevq´1 “G hpwq. Then, x P

`

wpApGq
˘rev

iff ε “G xrev iff ε “G pxrevq´1 “G hpxq iff hpxq P wpApGq.
So,

`

wpApGq
˘rev

“ h´1
`

wpApGq
˘

. Hence, since C is closed under inverse injective alphabet morphisms,
`

wpApGq
˘rev

belongs to C. l

Note that Prop. 2.9 does not assume nor conclude that C “ Crev, nor that wpApGq “
`

wpApGq
˘rev

.

It follows from Prop. 2.9 that if wpApGq is in DCF then it is also in DCFrev (despite the fact that
DCF ‰ DCFrev). However, this was already known from the work of Muller and Schupp on groups
with context-free word problem.

Proposition 2.10 If a group G has a finite generating set A consisting of involutions (i.e., a “ a´1

for all a P A), then wpApGq “
`

wpApGq
˘rev

.

Proof. For every w “ an . . . a1 P A˚ we have: w “G ε iff ε “G w´1 “ a´1
1 . . . a´1

n “ a1 . . . an “ wrev;
the last equality follows from ai “ a´1

i . l

Corollary 2.11 The Thompson group has a finite generating set ΓH , consisting of involutions.
Hence, wpΓHpV q “

`

wpΓHpV q
˘rev

.

Proof. We use the set ΓH of Higman generators for V (see [10, p. 49]), given by the tables
„

0 1
1 0



,

„

00 01 1
00 1 01



,

„

0 10 11
10 0 11



,

„

00 01 10 11
00 10 01 11



.

Clearly, γ “ γ´1 for every γ P ΓH . l
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3 The deterministic complexity of the word problem of V

Let Γ be a finite monoid generating set of the Thompson group V (i.e., every element of V is a product
of elements of Γ). For any ϕ P V we define

maxlenpϕq “ maxt |z| : z P domCpϕq Y imCpϕq u;

here we follow the definition of V from [2], based on the prefix codes domCpϕq and imCpϕq; domCpϕq
is the maximal prefix code that generates the domain Dompϕq of ϕ as a right ideal, and imCpϕq is the
maximal prefix code that generates the image Impϕq of ϕ as a right ideal. For a finite set S Ď V we
define

maxlenpSq “ maxtmaxlenpϕq : ϕ P S u.

Remark. The element of V generated by w P Γ` is denoted by wp.q; this is a maximally extended
right-ideal morphism of t0, 1u˚ (by the definition of V in [2, Prop. 2.1 and Def. 2.6]). By [2, Cor. 3.7]:
maxlenpwp.qq ď |w| maxlenpΓq. Hence, if x P t0, 1u˚ satisfies |x| ě |w| maxlenpΓq, then not only
is wpxq defined, but wpxq can be computed by successively applying the generators in w (without
applying extensions to maximum right-ideal morphisms).

The following Lemma plays a crucial role in the proof by Lehnert and Schweitzer that the word
problem of V is in coCF; the Lemma is intuitive and does not appear explicitly in [12].

Lemma 3.1 (narrow point). For any w “ an . . . a1 P Γ` (with ai P Γ for 1 ď i ď n), and any
x P t0, 1u˚, let

x “ x0
a1ÞÝÑ x1

a2ÞÝÑ . . .
ai´1

ÞÝÑ xi´1
aiÞÝÑ xi

ai`1

ÞÝÑ . . .
anÞÝÑ xn “ wpxq

be the computation of w on input x, where xi “ aipxi´1q for 1 ď i ď n.

Then there exist s, z0, z1, . . . , zn P t0, 1u˚ such that

(1) xi “ zi s and |zi| ď |w| maxlenpΓq, for 0 ď i ď n.

(2) The following is a computation of w :

z0
a1ÞÝÑ z1

a2ÞÝÑ . . .
ai´1

ÞÝÑ zi´1
aiÞÝÑ zi

ai`1

ÞÝÑ . . .
anÞÝÑ zn “ wpz0q,

with zi`1 such that zi`1 “ ai`1pziq, for 0 ď i ď n ´ 1.

(3) There exists k P t0, 1, . . . , nu such that |zk| ď maxlenpΓq.

Since x0 “ z0s and xn “ zns : wpxq ‰ x and vpxq is defined for every suffix v of w iff wpz0q ‰ z0
and vpz0q is defined for every suffix v of w.

Proof of Lem. 3.1. Whenever an element ai P V is applied to a word x P Dompaiq, a prefix of x of
length ď maxlenpaiq is modified (see the Remark before Lem. 3.1). So, after n “ |w| steps, a prefix
of x of length ď nmaxlenpΓq is modified. This implies items (1) and (2).

(3) is obtained by choosing the prefixes zi of xi to have minimal length, subject to (1) and (2).

Indeed, if all zi were such that |zi| ą maxlenpΓq, then every step zi
ai`1

ÞÝÑ zi`1 would change only a
strict prefix of zi (for all i “ 0, 1, . . . , n ´ 1). So s could be lengthened, and all zi could be shortened,
while (1) and (2) would still hold. See Figure 1. l

There could be more than one location k in an . . . a1 at which |zk| reaches the minimum. More-
over, those minimum locations depend on the input z0.
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Figure 1: Illustration of a computation an . . . a1pq: z0s P t0, 1u˚ ÞÝÑ zns P t0, 1u˚ in V , with minimum

length at zk, where |zk| ď maxlenpΓq.

Remark about the Brin-Thompson group 2V : Item (3) of Lem. 3.1 is actually subtle, as an
attempt to apply it to 2V shows. We follow [3] for the definition of 2V . Let Γ2 be a finite monoid
generating set of 2V , and let us define length by |x| “ maxt|xp1q|, |xp2q|u for any x “ pxp1q, xp2qq P
2 t0, 1u˚. Then the reasoning in the proof of Lem. 3.1 seems to work, at first look. But this would lead
(via a proof similar to the one for Prop. 3.5) to the conclusion that the word problem of 2V is in P

(while it is also coNP-complete by [3]). In fact Lem. 3.1(3) does not hold in 2V , because the minimum

of |z
p1q
i | (1st coordinate) can be in a different location in an . . . a1 than the minimum of |z

p2q
j | (2nd

coordinate); this is illustrated in Figure 2. This can also be seen in the example of the shift σ P 2V ,
where σnp.q: pε, uq ÞÑ purev, εq for any word u P t0, 1u` with |u| “ n.
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Figure 2: Illustration of a computation an . . . a1pq: z0s P 2 t0, 1u˚ ÞÝÑ zns P 2 t0, 1u˚ in 2V , with minimum

length in coordinate 1 at zi, and minimum length in coordinate 2 at zj , where |z
p1q
i |, |z

p2q
j | ď maxlenpΓq.
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Definition 3.2 For any ℓ ě 1 we define YℓDCF to be the set of formal languages that are the union
of ď ℓ deterministic context-free languages.

Obviously, YℓDCF Ď CF, since CF is closed under union. And YℓDCF ‰ CF, since every language in
YℓDCF has bounded degree of ambiguity.

And YℓDCF Ď DTimepnq. Indeed, every deterministic context-free language can be parsed in
linear time by a deterministic push-down automaton (dpda) [11, 9]; and DTimepnq is closed under
finite union.

Let Γ is any finite monoid generating set of V . For any w P Γ`, let wp.q be the element of V
represented by w. This is a maximally extended right-ideal morphism of t0, 1u˚ [2, Prop. 2.1 and Def.

2.6], which can be further extended to permutation of the Cantor space t0, 1uω : if wpxq is defined for
w P Γ˚ and x P t0, 1u˚, then wpxtq “ wpxq t for every t P t0, 1uω . Conversely, if for some y P t0, 1u˚

and all t P t0, 1uω , wpxtq “ y t, then wpxq (“ y) is defined. The partial action of V on t0, 1u˚, and
the total action on t0, 1uω , are left (partial) actions.

The following Lemma is straightforward.

Lemma 3.3 For any z P t0, 1u` and s P t0, 1u˚ we have: s0ω ‰ z0ω iff

(1) |s| ď |z| and z ‰ s0|z|´|s|; or
(2.1) |s| ě |z| and z is not a prefix of s; or
(2.2) |s| ě |z| and s “ zt for some t P t0, 1u`

r 0`. l

The following Lemma is a stronger form of [12, Step 2 in Sect. 5]; there, a nondeterministic pda is
described, while p.qrev is ignored (as CF is closed under reversal).

Lemma 3.4 For any z P t0, 1u`, we define the language

Lz “ tw P Γ` : wpz0ωq ‰ z0ω u.

Then Lz Ď cowpΓpV q; and Lrev
z is deterministic context-free.

Proof. The fact that Lz Ď cowpΓpV q is obvious.
The reason why Lrev

z is in DCF (and not Lz) is that in wp.q “ an . . . a1p.q, the functions ai are
applied from right to left, since V acts on t0, 1u˚ and t0, 1uω on the left. Below, the action of V will
be simulated by a deterministic push-down automaton (dpda), which reads the letters in the order in
which V acts on t0, 1u˚, i.e., starting with a1 and ending with an.

A preliminary note: An endmarker language consists of an alphabet Γ, a letter ˝ R Γ (called input
endmarker), and a subset of Γ˚˝; hence the language has the form L˝ over the alphabet ΓY t˝u, with
L Ď Γ˚. It is known that L˝ is in DCF iff L is in DCF; see e.g., [9, Thm. 11.2.2], [16, (3rd. ed.) Thm.

2.43]. This is a special case of the closure of DCF under right quotient by finite-state languages (since
L “ pL˝qt˝u´1, and t˝u is of course a finite-state language), due to Ginsburg and Greibach [7]; see
also [11, Thm. 10.2], [9, Section 11.2].

We now construct a deterministic push-down automaton (dpda) that accepts the endmarker lan-
guage Lrev

z ˝; by the results of Ginsburg and Greibach, we conclude that Lrev
z is in DCF. See the

Appendix of for information about the pda’s used here.
The dpda has state set tq0, q1, qau. The input alphabet is the chosen monoid generating set Γ of V ,

and the stack alphabet is t0, 1,Ku, where K is the bottom marker of the stack. The start configuration
is pq0, zKq, where z is the word in t0, 1u` that defines Lz. The dpda accepts the input read so far iff
it reaches the accept state qa (acceptance by final state).

A transition of the dpda applies the next input letter γ P Γ to the current stack content xK where
x P t0, 1u˚. The action in the Thompson group is based on prefix replacements in a bitstring, and this
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is very similar to what a pda does on the stack; the Thompson group elements treat their argument
like a stack. A complication arises from the possibility that x might be too short to belong to Dompγq;
in that case the dpda treats x as x0m where m is just large enough so that x0m P domCpγq. The set
domCpγq is a maximal prefix code; hence for every x that is too short to belong to domCpγq, there
is exactly one m P N such that x0m P domCpγq. (See [2, Section 1] for the concept of domain code
domCpγq.)

When the endmarker ˝ is encountered in the input, the dpda starts a process, based on Lemma
3.3, that checks whether the current stack content sK, with s P t0, 1u˚, satisfies s0ω ‰ z0ω. The dpda
uses transitions that can read several letters deep into the stack (but by a bounded amount, since the
set of transitions is finite and fixed). There are three cases:
(1) Suppose |s| ď |z|: If z ‰ s0|z|´|s| (which can be checked by looking into the stack down to depth
|z|), the dpda goes to state qa by a transition on input ˝; if z “ s0|z|´|s| then the dpda rejects, by
having no transition.
(2.1) Suppose |s| ą |z|: If z is not a prefix of s (which can be checked by looking into the stack down
to depth |z|), then the dpda goes to state qa by a transition on input ˝.
(2.2) Still assuming |s| ą |z|: If z is prefix of s, i.e., s “ zt for some t P t0, 1u˚, then the dpda pops
z on input ˝ and goes to state q1; then in state q1 the dpda pops all the letters of t one at a time
(with ε-transitions), to check whether t contains at least one letter 1 (and accepts in that case) or
encounters K after finding that t P 0˚ (and rejects in that case by not having a transition).

In state qa the dpda does not have any transitions, hence no word in Lz ˝ Γ` will be accepted.

In detail, the set of transitions of the dpda is

t pq0, rq
γ

Ñ pq0, γprqq : γ P Γ, r P domCpγq u

Y t pq0, xKq
γ

Ñ pq0, γpx0mq Kq : γ P Γ, m ě 1, x0m P domCpγq u

Y t pq0, sKq
˝

Ñ pqa, sKq : s P t0, 1u˚, |s| ď |z|, z ‰ s0|z|´|s| u

Y t pq0, saq
˝

Ñ pqa, aq : s P t0, 1u˚, |s| “ |z|, a P t0, 1u, z ‰ s u

Y t pq0, zaq
˝

Ñ pq1, aq : a P t0, 1u u

Y t pq1, 0q
ε

Ñ pq1, εq u

Y t pq1, 1q
ε

Ñ pqa, εq u.

The first two sets of transitions provide a simulation of the action of V . The remaining sets enable
the dpda to recognize whether the stack content sK satisfies s0ω “ z0ω, when the input endmarker ˝

is read.
Verification that this dpda accepts Lrev

z ˝ : On input wrev˝ with w P Γ˚, the dpda first reads wrev

and reaches a configuration wrev pq0, wpz0kq Kq, for some k P N. And wpz0k0ωq “ wpz0ωq, which is
equal to wpz0kq 0ω . When ˝ is read, the dpda checks whether wpz0kq 0ω ‰ z0ω, i.e., whether wrev P
Lrev
z . l

Proposition 3.5.
(1) There exists a finite monoid generating set ΓH of V for which cowpΓHpV q belongs to the cyclic
closure of Y4DCF

rev, and also to the cyclic closure of Y4DCF.

(2) For any finite monoid generating set Γ, cowpΓpV q belongs to the cyclic closure of YℓDCF
rev, for

some constant ℓ that depends on Γ.

Since YℓDCF
rev Ď CF and CF is closed under cycp.q, the Proposition implies that

cowpΓpV q Ď cycpYℓDCF
revq Ď CF.
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Since the operations Y, p.qrev, and cycp.q commute, it does not matter in what order they are written
in cycp YℓDCF

revq.

Proof of Prop. 3.5. (1) We use the set ΓH of Higman generators for V , as described in Cor. 2.11.
So, maxlenpΓHq “ 2. Moreover, every element of ΓH is an involution, so ΓH “ Γ ˘1

H ; hence ΓH is a
monoid generating set.

By Lem. 3.1, we have for any w “ an . . . a1 P Γ `
H : w P cowpΓHpV q iff there exists z0 P Dompwp.qq

with |z0| ď 2 |w|, such that wpz0q ‰ z0.

Remark: For zj “ aj . . . a1pz0q with 1 ď j ď n, wpz0q ‰ z0 is equivalent to aj . . . a1an . . . aj`1pzjq
‰ zj , provided that aj . . . a1an . . . aj`1pzjq is defined; but we actually do not know whether zj P
Dompaj . . . a1an . . . aj`1p.q. To avoid the problem of undefinedness of the action on t0, 1u˚, we use the
total action of V on t0, 1uω . [End, Remark.]

Now,

wpz0q ‰ z0 iff for all t P t0, 1uω : wpz0tq ‰ z0t;

and for all j with 1 ď j ď n, and all t P t0, 1uω :

wpz0tq ‰ z0t iff aj . . . a1an . . . aj`1pzjtq ‰ zjt.

In particular, for all j:

wpz0q ‰ z0 implies aj . . . a1an . . . aj`1pzj0
ωq ‰ zj0

ω.

By Lem. 3.1(3), for every z0 P Dompwp.qq there exists k P r1, ns such that |zk| “ 2 “ maxlenpΓHq; in
case |zk| ă 2 we can restrict the domain of ak . . . a1an . . . ak`1p.q and lengthen zk “ ak ˝ . . . ˝ a1pz0q
so that |zk| “ 2. Hence, for this z0 and this cyclic permutation ak . . . a1an . . . ak`1 P cycpwq, we have:

|zk| “ 2, and ak . . . a1an . . . ak`1pzk0
ωq ‰ zk0

ω.

Therefore, w P cowpΓHpV q implies pDz P t00, 01, 10, 11uqr ak . . . a1an . . . ak`1pz0ωq ‰ z0ω s,

which implies that there exists u P cycpwq such that pDz P t00, 01, 10, 11uqrupz0ω q ‰ z0ω s.

This is equivalent to

there exists u P cycpwq such that pDz P t00, 01, 10, 11uqr u P Lz s,

where Lz “ tu P Γ ˚
H : upz0ωq ‰ z0ωu, as in Lem. 3.4. Therefore:

cowpΓHpV q Ď cycpL00q Y cycpL01q Y cycpL10q Y cycpL11q.

Moreover, Lz Ď cowpΓHpV q. And by Lem. 2.1(2):

cycpL00q Y cycpL01q Y cycpL10q Y cycpL11q “ cycpL00 Y L01 Y L10 Y L11q.

Therefore,

L00 Y L01 Y L10 Y L11 Ď cowpΓHpV q Ď cycpL00 Y L01 Y L10 Y L11q.

Since the word problem and the co-word-problem of a group are cyclically closed (by Prop. 2.3), we
finally obtain:

cowpΓHpV q “ cycpL00 Y L01 Y L10 Y L11q.

For every z P t0, 1u` the set Lz is in DCFrev, by Lem. 3.4. Hence, L00YL01YL10YL11 is in Y4DCF
rev;

and cowpΓHpV q belongs to cycpY4DCF
revq.

By Cor. 2.11, the co-word-problem of V over ΓH is closed under reversal, and over ΓH , Lz “ Lrev
z .

Hence, cowpΓHpV q belongs to cycpY4DCFq.

(2) In a similar way as for ΓH , we can show that for any finite monoid generating set Γ Ď V of V :

cowpΓpV q P cycpYℓDCF
revq, where ℓ “ |

 

z P t0, 1u` : |z| “ maxlenpΓq
(

| “ 2maxlenpΓq.

l

Corollary 3.6 The word problem of V over any finite generating set is in DTimepn2q.
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Proof. We saw already that YℓDCF and YℓDCF
rev are in DTimepnq. And if L P DTimepndq then

cycpLq P DTimepnd`1q; this follows from the fact that a word w has at most |w| cyclic permutation
images. Since DTimepn2q is closed under complement, it contains a word problem iff it contains the
co-word-problem. l

Since the Higman-Thompson groups Gn,r are finitely generated subgroups of V (see [10]), it follows
that their word problem is also in DTimepn2q.

Problem: For the Brin-Thompson group 2V over any finite generating set, prove that wpp2V q is not
in coCF. (This is probably true, since otherwise P “ NP, by [3].)

4 Appendix: Push-down automata

A push-down automaton (pda) is an algebraic structure A “ pQ,A, Σ, T , q0, s0, Qaq, where Q (state
set), A (input alphabet), Σ (stack alphabet), T (set of transitions), and Qa Ď Q (set of accept states),
are finite sets; q0 P Q is the start state; and s0 P Σ` is the initial content of the stack.

The current configuration of A (a.k.a. the instantaneous description) is of the form w pq, sq, where
q P Q is the current state, s P Σ˚ is the current stack content, and w is the input that has been read
so far. A pda has one start configuration, namely pq0, s0q, where q0 and s0 are as above. No input has
been read at this point, so w is ε in the start configuration. An accept configuration is of the form
w pq, sq, such that q P Qa.

Remark: Our definition of configuration is different from the one in the literature [11, 9, 6]. There a
configuration is of the form pq, x, sq P QˆA˚ ˆΣ˚, where q and s are the same as for us, but x is a
future input.

A transition in T has the form pq, sq
a

Ñ pp, s1q, where pq, sq P QˆΣ`, pp, s1q P QˆΣ˚, and a P
A Y tεu. When a “ ε, this is called an ε-transition: the state and the stack may change, but no next
input letter is being read. There is no transition on an empty stack, since in a transition as above,
s P Σ`. A pda has a finite set T of transitions.

The above transition is applicable to a configuration w pr1, t1q P QˆΣ` iff r1 “ q, s is a prefix of t1,
and either a P A and the next input letter is a, or a “ ε (and then there is no requirement on the input).
When this transition is applied to the configuration w pq, stq then the next configuration is wa pp, s1tq
(where a can be ε, in an ε-transition). We extend the transition notation to configurations: when the
transition pq, sq

a
Ñ pp, s1q is applied to the configuration w pq, stq, we write w pq, stq

a
Ñ wa pp, s1tq.

Our transitions are a little more general than the ones commonly used in the literature, but they
do not lead to the acceptance of more languages [11, 9, 6, 16].

A computation of a pda A on input w “ a1a2 . . . an P A˚ is a sequence of configurations and
applications of transitions

pq, s0q
ε˚

ÝÑ pq1
1, s

1
1q

a1Ñ a1 pq1, s1q
ε˚

ÝÑ a1 pq1
2, s

1
2q

a2Ñ a1a2 pq2, s2q
ε˚

ÝÑ . . .

. . .
ε˚

ÝÑ a1a2 . . . an´1 pq1
n, s

1
nq

anÑ a1a2 . . . an´1an pqn, snq
ε˚

ÝÑ a1a2 . . . an´1an pp, sq,

where
ε˚

ÝÑ denotes a (possibly empty) sequence of ε-transitions.
An accepting computation is a computation whose last configuration is a accept configuration.

The same pda can be used as a Dpda or a @pda; it depends on the acceptance rule. The acceptance
rule determines what inputs in A˚ are accepted by the pda.

A pda A1 is used as a Dpda iff the following acceptance rule is used: w P A˚ is accepted iff there
exists a computation of A1 that reads the whole input w, that starts with the start configuration
pq0, s0q, and ends with a configuration of the form w pq, tq where q P Qa.
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A pda A is used as a @pda iff the following acceptance rule is used: w is accepted iff every
computation of A that reads the whole input w, starting with the start configuration pq0, s0q, ends in
a configuration w pq, tq where q P Qa.

A deterministic pda (dpda) is a pda such that in every configuration, at most one transition is
applicable. The acceptance rule is then the same as in a Dpda or a @pda.

We call a stack symbol K P Σ a bottom marker iff (1) the start configuration is pq0, p0Kq for some
p0 P pΣr tKuq˚; (2) every transition with left-side pq, sKq has a right-side pp, s1Kq, for some q, p P Q

and s, s1 P pΣr tKuq˚; (3) every transition with left-side pq, sq where s P pΣr tKuq`, has a right-side
pp, s1q for some s1 P pΣr tKuq˚.

It is well known that the Dpda’s accept exactly the languages in CF. Similarly, the @pda’s accept
exactly the languages in coCF. By definition, DCF is the class of languages accepted by dpda’s.
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